
Consultation point: Policy INDP4: Allotments and Community Gardens

Representation ID: 29877 Comment Type: Comment
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
I fully support preservation of existing allotments and provision of as many new suitable sites as possible, in
recognition of the positive impact on mental and social wellbeing for users and the community

Full Submission:
I fully support preservation of existing allotments and provision of as many new suitable sites as possible, in
recognition of the positive impact on mental and social wellbeing for users and the community



Consultation point: Policy INDP5: Encouraging High Quality and Zero Carbon Design

Representation ID: 29878 Comment Type: Comment
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
I support measures that allow development that aims for zero carbon design, even if it uses materials that
are different to the "traditional" building materials of Ilkley.  I think we need to move with the times, not be
stuck in the past. There is a climate emergency, and the beauty of our natural environment, plus our
traditional built environment, is directly threatened by this emergency.

I would not be happy with increasing street lighting without consultation. Beverley Rise has older style lights
which are generally low impact, I have seen some modern lights in other areas of England that are incredibly
bright and tall and intrusive on the neighbouring houses, not to mention the detrimental impact they have
on wildlife from light pollution

Full Submission:
I support measures that allow development that aims for zero carbon design, even if it uses materials that
are different to the "traditional" building materials of Ilkley.  I think we need to move with the times, not be
stuck in the past. There is a climate emergency, and the beauty of our natural environment, plus our
traditional built environment, is directly threatened by this emergency.

I would not be happy with increasing street lighting without consultation. Beverley Rise has older style lights
which are generally low impact, I have seen some modern lights in other areas of England that are incredibly
bright and tall and intrusive on the neighbouring houses, not to mention the detrimental impact they have
on wildlife from light pollution



Consultation point: Policy INDP11: Green Corridors

Representation ID: 29879 Comment Type: Support
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
I support preservation and enhancement of the green corridors to help protect wildlife, especially in the
context of increasing housing and development in the forseeable future

Full Submission:
I support preservation and enhancement of the green corridors to help protect wildlife, especially in the
context of increasing housing and development in the forseeable future



Consultation point: Policy INDP14: Traffic and Transport

Representation ID: 29880 Comment Type: Comment
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
I fully support proposals for enhancing measures to improve cycling opportunities. I am keen for children to
cycle but concerned about safety on Ilkley's roads. Cycle lanes? Close the Grove to cars?

All measures welcomed

Electric bike clubs sounds like a brilliant idea.

Also increasing provision of electric charging hubs - will be essential to meet demand over next 20 years

Support measures to promote public transport, in the town and linking in to other communities. e..g can't get
a convenient bus to Airedale Hospital at present.

Full Submission:
I fully support proposals for enhancing measures to improve cycling opportunities. As a mum of young
children, I am keen for them to cycle but concerned about safety on Ilkley's roads. Cycle lanes? Close the
Grove to cars? All measures welcomed

Electric bike clubs sounds like a brilliant idea.

Also increasing provision of electric charging hubs - will be essential to meet demand over next 20 years

Support measures to promote public transport, in the town and linking in to other communities. e..g can't get
a convenient bus to Airedale Hospital at present.



Consultation point: Policy INDP14: Traffic and Transport

Representation ID: 29883 Comment Type: Comment
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
Additional comment in regard to improving facilities for cycling - we need more places for bicycle parking
please. The east end of Grove road would be useful e.g near the memorial garden, for use by residents on
west side of town cycling in to use the Grove shops and facilities. Also more points on Bridge street

Full Submission:
Additional comment in regard to improving facilities for cycling - we need more places for bicycle parking
please. The east end of Grove road would be useful e.g near the memorial garden, for use by residents on
west side of town cycling in to use the Grove shops and facilities. Also more points on Bridge street



Consultation point: Policy INDP15: Walking and Cycling

Representation ID: 29881 Comment Type: Support
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
I also support the Wharfedale Greenway proposals, and the introduction of wider 20 mph zones and/ or other
traffic calming measures. Cars go too fast on Beverley Rise, Grove Road and Kings Road. I have on several
occasions felt seriously concerned about my toddler's safety whilst we are walking along these streets, and
certain cars, often vans, really accelerating past us with no care for pedestrians. The excessive speed also
contributes to air pollution.

Full Submission:
I also support the Wharfedale Greenway proposals, and the introduction of wider 20 mph zones and/ or other
traffic calming measures. Cars go too fast on Beverley Rise, Grove Road and Kings Road. I have on several
occasions felt seriously concerned about my toddler's safety whilst we are walking along these streets, and
certain cars, often vans, really accelerating past us with no care for pedestrians. The excessive speed also
contributes to air pollution.



Consultation point: Policy INDP21: Meeting the Needs of All

Representation ID: 29884 Comment Type: Support
Respondent: 7041 Agent:

Summary:
Ilkley play park is really out of date now and could do with a wider range of play equipment to suit older and
younger children

Full Submission:
Ilkley play park is really out of date now and could do with a wider range of play equipment to suit older and
younger children




